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What is Unixo?
Unixo is a new revolutionary automatic DAPP (Decentralized
Application) working in a matrix system that is totally Automatic.
It is distributed in the Ethereum Blockchain using a Smart contract,
moreover it can’t be cancelled, edited or hacked, Unixo will ever
exist until the blockchain does. The code contract is open source
which means that whoever can read it and verify by them self the
movement of the system. To register is necessary to have an
Ethereum wallet , examples of these wallets are Metamask and
Trustwallet easy to download in the appstores or browsers.

#1 In The World

100% Automatic
Unixo is a project with the purpose to revolutionize the
current smart contracts, his system is going to make the
economic growth of the users automatic.
Everything will be possible due to the innovative
AUTOUPGRADE which is the automation of the level up. The
system also have a unique referral link that create a solid

structure and an homogeneous growth, nobody will be left
behind.

- SECURITY

Are My Funds Safe?
The smart contract manages all the movements included the
operations of automatic upgrades guaranteeing a further security
consolidated from the Ethereum Blockchain, the possibility to be
lose your money is zero, considered the fact that all the system and
the transactions are PUBLIC in the Ethereum Blockchain.

THE SYSTEM

How It Works?
Register copying your wallet address in login/register page and
subsequently you need to confirm the transaction of 0.1
Ethereum

from

your

wallet

to

join

UNIXO.

Once you completed the registration phase you can start to earn.

EARNINGS

The Structure
The only people that you need to consider are the first three that
you bring, they can be friends and relatives or users that joined
Unixo that are automatically inserted under you thanks to the
SPILLOVER system that will make you receive referrals from your
uplines (the users registered before you). Moreover when a new
user join it’s placed in chronological order after you.

Considered the table Unixo matrix is very easy, to pass the first
level you need three referrals with from your account can reach
the income needed to make the upgrade in completely
automatic way.
SYSTEM BACKUP

EARNINGS

Level 2 Upgrade
As you can see in this example you will be Upgrated to LEVEL 2
after reaching 3 referrals under your FIRST LINE.

Afterwards the operation is the same for every level, the same
three referrals that were in the first level under you will also
advance to the next level allowing your account to advance
automatically until the achievement of the last level.

In the next slide you can see how easily will be all the other
upgrades using the Level 3 Upgrade Example Situation.

EARNINGS

Level 3 Upgrade
As you can see here you will automatically upgrade to Level 3
when you FIRST DOWNLINE get his 3 referral each and so
become level 2 automatically.

Other integrated features are the possibility of renewing your
subsription in case that the days available are finishing, this
action will let the users to receive a recurring and passive
income. Also there is the possibility of receiving profits from your
downlines, the latter condition occurs when users have not
simply renewed their account, they are assigned inactive
accounts and therefore their earnings will scaling to the uplines
allowing you to receive further profits.

With this system the user’s operation are nearly zero, the only

necessary action is to bring as many people as possible and let
Unixo works for you.

Secure Your Spot In The Revolutionary Dapp

Join Now!
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Official Website : https://unixo.io
Official Telegram : https://t.me/unixo_chat

